Errorless learning of novel associations in amnesia.
In two experiments involving verbal association learning by people with memory impairments, the effectiveness of errorless learning (EL) was compared with errorful learning (EF). Experiment 1 examined the effectiveness of both methods in learning remotely linked word pairs. There was an advantage for items learned by EL at immediate test which was not sustained over a delay of 1 hr. Learning appeared to be stable over this delay in the EF condition. Analysis of responses at delayed cued recall showed more evidence of spontaneous recovery in EF than in EL. Elimination of these items from analysis resulted in a similar pattern of forgetting in both methods. Experiment 2 examined the effectiveness of EL and EF in teaching novel associations, and showed an advantage for EL at immediate and delayed test. Forgetting was apparently observed following EL, but not EF. As in Experiment 1, this discrepancy was attributed to recovered responses at delayed test in EF. Eliminating these responses showed a similar pattern of forgetting in both methods for items correctly recalled at immediate test. The study shows an advantage for EL techniques in learning novel associations. The two methods also differ in that learning via EF is associated with more spontaneous recovery.